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A Twist in the Tale is a 1988 collection of short stories by British author and politician Jeffrey Archer. The collection contains 12 stories, which are listed below. Plot. The writer kills his mistress inadvertently during an argument when he finds her being unfaithful to him, and is chosen as a jury member to try a man accused of murdering the same woman. He, as the foreman of the jury, pronounces a guilty verdict on the accused thereby exonerating himself completely. Unfollow twisted tales books to stop getting updates on your eBay Feed.

You'll receive email and Feed alerts when new items arrive. Turn off email alerts. Save this search. Shipping to Ukraine. Canada - CAN Afghanistan - AFG Albania - ALB Algeria - DZA American Samoa - ASM Andorra - AND Angola - AGO Anguilla - AIA Antigua and Barbuda - ATG Argentina - ARG Armenia - ARM Aruba - ABW Australia - AUS Austria - AUT Azerbaijan Republic - AZE Bahamas - BHS Bahrain - BHR Bangladesh - BGD Barbados - BRB Belarus - BLR Belgium - BEL Belize - BLZ Benin - BEN Bermuda - BMU Bhutan - BTN Bolivia - BOL B Twist in the Tale. Fears that television and computers would kill children's desire to read couldn't have been more wrong. With sales roaring, a new generation of authors are publishing newest and unlikeliest literary stars. A. Less than three years ago, doom merchants were predicting that the growth in video games and the rise of the Internet would sound the death knell for children's literature. The bidding for new books at Bologna this year - the children's equivalent of the Frankfurt Book Fair - was as fierce as anything anyone has ever seen. All of which bodes well for the long-term future of the market - and for children's authors, who have traditionally suffered the lowest profile in literature, despite the responsibility of their role. A Twist in the Tale. Last Updated on May 5, 2015, by eNotes Editorial. Word Count: 208. Archer claims that most of the stories in A TWIST OF THE TALE were based on known incidents, although he admits that they were "embellished with considerable license. Life is often odder than fiction, and coincidence is no stranger to history; Archer's prose rings true even when the fantastic has intruded, skewering the reader's half-formed conclusions. eNotes.com will help you with any book or any question. Our summaries and analyses are written by experts, and your questions are answered by real teachers. Join eNotes. A Twisted Tale is an anthology series of books based around alternate "what-if" spins on familiar animated Disney films. They are written by Liz Braswell, Jen Calonita and Elizabeth Lim. There are currently 10 books, with the 11th coming April 2021 and the 12th coming September 2021. The books share the same basic premise as Marvel Comics' What If...? series, which itself will be adapted into an animated series.